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(54) METHOD OF FORMING A CARTON WITH ARTICLE PROTECTION FEATURE

(57) A method of forming a carton (5, 505, 705, 805,
1305), the method comprising:
obtaining a blank (3, 403, 503, 603, 703, 803, 903, 1303)
comprising a plurality of panels (15, 17, 21, 25, 1315,
1317, 1321, 1325) comprising a bottom panel (15, 1315),
a first side panel (17, 1317) foldably connected to the
bottom panel, a second side panel (21, 1321) foldably
connected to the bottom panel, and a top panel (25, 1325)
foldably connected to at least one of the first side panel
and the second side panel, at least two first end flaps
(33, 37, 43, 47, 1333, 1337, 1343, 1347) each being re-
spectively foldably connected to a respective panel of
the plurality of panels, at least two second end flaps (35,
39, 45, 49, 1335, 1339, 1345, 1349) each being respec-
tively foldably connected to a respective panel of the plu-
rality of panels, and at least one article protection flap
(13, 513, 613, 713, 913, 1313) foldably connected to the
bottom panel (15),
positioning the plurality of panels (15, 17, 21, 25; 1315,
1317, 1321, 1325) to at least partially form an interior
space (133) of the carton,
loading a plurality of articles (C) in the interior space

(133),
folding the at least two first end flaps (33, 37, 43, 47,
1333, 1337, 1343, 1347) to close a first end (7) of the
carton,
folding the at least two second end flaps (35, 39, 45, 49,
1335, 1339, 1345, 1349) to close a second end (9) of the
carton,
tightening the carton by folding the at least one article
protection flap (13, 513, 613, 713, 913, 1313) relative to
the bottom panel (15) and into the interior space (133)
after the loading of the plurality of articles and the closing
of the first end (7) and the second end (9), the folding
comprises moving the article protection flap from a first
position that is substantially parallel to the bottom panel
to a second position wherein the article protection flap is
folded relative to the bottom panel, the tightening com-
prising pressing the at least one article protection flap
against two adjacent articles to initiate movement of the
two adjacent articles, the movement of the two adjacent
articles accommodating the space required for the at
least one article protection flap between the two adjacent
articles.
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Description

Cross-Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pro-
visional Application No. 61/518,504, filed May 6, 2011,
U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/572,638, filed July
19, 2011, U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/272,249,
filed October 7, 2011, U.S. Provisional Application No.
61/548,779, filed October 19, 2011, and U.S. Provisional
Application No. 61/570,044, filed December 13, 2011.

Incorporation By Reference

[0002] The entire contents of U.S. Provisional Applica-
tion No. 61/518,504, filed May 6, 2011, U.S. Provisional
Application No. 61/572,638, filed July 19, 2011, U.S. Pro-
visional Application No. 61/272,249, filed October 7,
2011, U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/548,779, filed
October 19, 2011, and U.S. Provisional Application No.
61/570,044, filed December 13, 2011, are hereby incor-
porated by reference as if presented herein in their en-
tirety.

Background of the Disclosure

[0003] The present disclosure generally relates to car-
tons for holding beverage containers or other types of
articles. More specifically, the present disclosure relates
to cartons having an article protection feature and/or ar-
ticle protection flap that protects the containers or articles
from breakage.

Summary of the Disclosure

[0004] In general, one aspect of the disclosure is di-
rected to a carton for containing at least one article. The
carton comprises at least one panel at least partially form-
ing an interior of the carton. At least one article protection
flap is for protecting the at least one article. The at least
one article protection flap is foldably connected to the at
least one panel and moveable between a first position
that is substantially parallel to the at least one panel and
a second position wherein the article protection flap is
folded relative to the at least one panel. The article pro-
tection flap has features for preventing folding of the ar-
ticle protection flap from the second position to the first
position.
[0005] In another aspect, the disclosure is generally
directed to a blank for forming a carton for containing at
least one article. The blank comprises at least one panel
for at least partially forming an interior of the carton
formed from the blank. At least one article protection flap
is for protecting the at least one article. The at least one
article protection flap is foldably connected to the at least
one panel and moveable between a first position that is
substantially parallel to the at least one panel and a sec-
ond position wherein the article protection flap is folded

relative to the at least one panel. The article protection
flap has features for preventing folding of the article pro-
tection flap from the second position to the first position
in the carton formed from the blank.
[0006] In another aspect, the disclosure is generally
direct to a method of forming a carton. The method com-
prises obtaining a blank comprising at least one panel
and at least one article protection flap foldably connected
to the at least one panel. The method comprises posi-
tioning the at least one panel to at least partially form an
interior space of the carton, loading at least one article
in the interior space, and folding the at least one article
protection flap relative to the at least one panel after the
loading the at least one article. The folding comprises
moving the article protection flap from a first position that
is substantially parallel to the at least one panel to a sec-
ond position wherein the article protection flap is folded
relative to the at least one panel.
[0007] In another aspect, the disclosure is generally
directed to a carton for containing at least one article.
The carton comprises a plurality of panels that extends
at least partially around an interior of the carton. At least
two end flaps are respectively foldably connected to re-
spective panels of the plurality of panels. The end flaps
are for being at least partially overlapped to close an end
of the carton. At least one article protection feature is for
protecting the at least one article. The at least one article
protection feature is positioned between the at least two
end flaps.
[0008] In another aspect, the disclosure is generally
directed to a blank for forming a carton for containing at
least one article. The blank comprises a plurality of panels
for extending at least partially around an interior of the
carton formed from the blank. At least two end flaps re-
spectively foldably connected to respective panels of the
plurality of panels. The end flaps are for being at least
partially overlapped to close an end of the carton formed
from the blank. At least one article protection feature is
for protecting the at least one article. The at least one
article protection feature is for being positioned between
the at least two end flaps.
[0009] In another aspect, the disclosure is generally
directed to a method of forming a carton for containing
at least one article. The method comprises obtaining a
blank comprising a plurality of panels and at least two
end flaps respectively foldably connected to a respective
panel of the plurality of panels. The method comprises
positioning the plurality of panels to form an interior space
of the carton, loading at least one article in the interior
space, at least partially overlapping the at least two end
flaps to close an end of the carton, and forming an article
protection feature that is positioned between the at least
two end flaps.
[0010] In another aspect, the disclosure is generally
directed to a method of forming a carton. The method
comprises obtaining a blank comprising a panel and at
least one article protection flap foldably connected to the
panel. The method comprises positioning at least two
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articles to be in contact with the panel and folding the at
least one article protection flap relative to the panel after
the positioning the at least two articles. The folding com-
prises moving the article protection flap from a first posi-
tion that is substantially parallel to the panel to a second
position wherein the article protection flap is folded rela-
tive to the panel.
[0011] In another aspect, the disclosure is generally
directed to a carton for containing at least one article.
The carton comprises at least one panel at least partially
forming an interior of the carton. At least two end flaps
are at least partially overlapped to at least partially close
the interior of the carton. At least one article protection
feature is for protecting the at least one article. The at
least one article protection feature is positioned between
the at least two end flaps. At least one article protection
flap is for protecting the at least one article. The at least
one article protection flap is foldably connected to the at
least one panel and is moveable between a first position
that is substantially parallel to the at least one panel and
a second position wherein the article protection flap is
folded relative to the at least one panel.
[0012] In another aspect, the disclosure is generally
directed to a method of forming a carton. The method
comprises obtaining a blank comprising at least one pan-
el, at least one article protection flap foldably connected
to the at least one panel, and at least two end flaps. The
method comprises positioning the at least one panel to
at least partially form an interior space of the carton, load-
ing at least one article in the interior space, at least par-
tially overlapping the at least two end flaps to close and
end of the carton, forming an article protection feature
that is positioned between the at least two end flaps, and
folding the at least one article protection flap relative to
the at least one panel after the loading the at least one
article. The folding comprises moving the article protec-
tion flap from a first position that is substantially parallel
to the at least one panel to a second position wherein
the article protection flap is folded relative to the at least
one panel.
[0013] In another aspect, the present disclosure is gen-
erally directed to a carton having at least one protection
feature.
[0014] In another aspect, the present disclosure is gen-
erally directed to a blank for forming a carton having at
least one protection feature.
[0015] In another aspect, the present disclosure is gen-
erally directed to a method of forming a carton having at
least one protection feature for protecting articles held in
the carton from breakage.
[0016] Other aspects, features, and details of the
present disclosure can be more completely understood
by reference to the following detailed description of ex-
emplary embodiments taken in conjunction with the
drawings and from the appended claims.
[0017] Those skilled in the art will appreciate the above
stated advantages and other advantages and benefits of
various additional embodiments reading the following de-

tailed description of the embodiments with reference to
the below-listed drawing figures. Further, the various fea-
tures of the drawings discussed below are not necessar-
ily drawn to scale. Dimensions of various features and
elements in the drawings may be expanded or reduced
to more clearly illustrate the embodiments of the disclo-
sure.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0018]

Fig. 1 is a plan view of an exterior surface of a blank
for forming a carton according to a first embodiment
of the disclosure.

Fig. 2 is an end perspective of the partially assem-
bled carton of the first embodiment.

Fig. 3 is an end view similar to Fig. 2 with articles
added to the partially assembled carton.

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 but showing the carton
further assembled.

Fig. 4A is a view similar to Fig. 4 but showing alter-
native features of the carton.

Fig. 5 is an enlarged portion view of Fig. 4.

Fig. 5A is a view similar to Fig. 5 but showing alter-
native features of the carton.

Fig. 5B is a cross-section taken along the plane 5B-
5B of Fig. 5A.

Fig. 5C is a view similar to Fig. 5 but showing alter-
native features of the carton.

Fig. 6 is a side perspective showing the carton of
Fig. 5 further assembled.

Fig. 7 is an end view showing the carton of Fig. 6
further assembled.

Fig. 8 is an end view showing the carton further as-
sembled.

Fig. 8A is an end view of a partially assembled carton
of the first embodiment with the article protection
flaps in the second position.

Fig. 9 is a cross-section taken along the plane 9-9
of Fig. 8.

Fig. 9A is a cross-section taken along the plane 9A-
9A of Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9B is a view similar to Fig. 9 but showing alter-
native features of the carton.

Fig. 9C is a view similar to Fig. 9A but showing al-
ternative features of the carton.

Fig. l0A is a top plan view of an enlarged portion of
a bottom panel of Fig. 1 showing an article protection
flap in a first position.

Fig. 10B is a top plan view of the article protection
flap of Fig. 10A in a second position.

Fig. 10C is a cross-section taken along the plane
10C-10C of Fig. 10B.

Fig. 10D is a view similar to Fig. 10A but showing
alternative features of the article protection flap.

Fig. 10E is a view similar to Fig. 10B but showing
the article protection flap of Fig. 10D.

Fig. 10F is a cross-section taken along the plane
10F-10F of Fig. 10E.

Fig. 11 is a plan view of a system for activating the
article protection flaps of one embodiment of the dis-
closure.

Fig. 12 is an enlarged portion of Fig. 11.

Fig. 13 is a partial schematic view of a system for
activating the article protection flaps of an alternative
embodiment of the disclosure.

Fig. 14 is a partial schematic view of a system for
activating the article protection flaps of an alternative
embodiment of the disclosure.

Fig. 15 is a plan view of a blank for forming a carton
according to an alternative embodiment of the dis-
closure.

Fig. 16 is a plan view of a blank for forming a carton
according to an alternative embodiment of the dis-
closure.

Fig. 17 is a plan view of a blank for forming a carton
according to an alternative embodiment of the dis-
closure.

Fig. 17A is an enlarged portion of the bottom panel
of Fig. 17 showing an article protection flap.

Fig. 18 is a plan view of a bottom panel of the carton
of the embodiment of Fig. 17 with the article protec-
tion flaps in a second position.

Fig. 19 is an end view of a partially assembled carton
of the embodiment of Fig. 17 with the article protec-
tion flaps in the second position.

Fig. 20 is a plan view of a blank for forming a carton
according to an alternative embodiment of the dis-
closure.

Fig. 20A is an enlarged portion of the bottom panel
of Fig. 20 showing an article protection flap.

Fig. 21 is a plan view of an exterior surface of a bot-
tom panel of a carton according to an alternative em-
bodiment of the disclosure with articles contained in
the carton shown in hidden lines.

Fig. 22 is a perspective view of an interior surface of
the bottom panel of the carton of the embodiment of
Fig. 21 showing article protection flaps.

Fig. 23 is a perspective view of the interior surface
of the bottom panel of the carton of the embodiment
of Fig. 21 showing the article protection flaps in a
second position.

Fig. 24 is a plan view of an exterior surface of a blank
for forming a carton according to an alternative em-
bodiment of the disclosure.

Figs. 25-27 are various views of forming the carton
according to the embodiment of Fig. 24.

Fig. 27A is a cross-section taken along the plane
27A-27A of Fig. 27.

Fig. 27B is a cross-section taken along the plane
27B-27B of Fig. 27.

Fig. 28 is a plan view of an exterior surface of a blank
for forming a carton according to an alternative em-
bodiment of the disclosure.

Fig. 29 is a plan view of an exterior surface of a blank
for forming a carton according to an alternative em-
bodiment of the disclosure.

Fig. 30 is a perspective view of a carton according
to the embodiment of Fig. 29.

Figs. 31A-31C are various views of a blank and car-
ton according to an alternative embodiment.

Figs. 32A-32C are various views of a blank and car-
ton according to an alternative embodiment.

Figs. 33A-33C are various views of a blank and car-
ton according to an alternative embodiment of the
disclosure.
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[0019] Corresponding parts are designated by corre-
sponding reference numbers throughout the drawings.

Detailed Description of the Exemplary Embodiments

[0020] The present disclosure generally relates to car-
tons that contain a single article or a plurality of articles
such as containers, bottles, cans, etc., and protection
features of such cartons that protect the article or articles
or containers from breakage, damage, or deformation.
The article(s) can be used for packaging food and bev-
erage products, for example, or any other item. The ar-
ticle(s) can be made from materials suitable in composi-
tion for packaging the particular food or beverage item,
or other item, and the materials can include, but are not
limited to, glass or other breakable material; aluminum
and/or other metals; plastics such as PET, LDPE,
LLDPE, HDPE, PP, PS, PVC, EVOH, and Nylon; paper-
board; and the like, or any combination thereof, or any
other suitable material.
[0021] Cartons according to the present disclosure can
accommodate articles of any shape. For the purpose of
illustration and not for the purpose of limiting the scope
of the disclosure, the following detailed description de-
scribes beverage containers (e.g., glass beverage bot-
tles) as disposed within the carton embodiments. In this
specification, the terms "lower," "bottom," "upper" and
"top" indicate orientations determined in relation to fully
erected and upright cartons.
[0022] Fig. 1 is a plan view of the exterior side 1 of a
blank, generally indicated at 3, used to form a carton 5
(Fig. 8) according to a first exemplary embodiment of the
disclosure. The carton 5 can be used to house a plurality
of articles such as containers C (Fig. 3). In the illustrated
embodiment, the containers C are bottles having a wide
bottom B and a narrow top T including a cap CP. In the
illustrated embodiment, the carton 5 is sized to house
eighteen containers C in a single layer in a 3x6 arrange-
ment, but it is understood that the carton 5 may be sized
and shaped to hold containers of a different or same
quantity in more than one layer and/or in different row/col-
umn arrangements (e.g., 1x6, 2x6, 4x6, 3x8, 2x6x2,
3x4x2, 2x9, 3x4, etc.), or just a single article.
[0023] In one embodiment, the carton 5 has a first end
7 and a second end 9 each having article protection fea-
tures 11, 11A, 11B (Fig. 8) for protecting at least one
article C of the plurality of articles. Alternative, only a
single article C could be provided in the carton 5. As will
be further discussed below, the carton 5 of the first em-
bodiment may have article protection flaps 13 for protect-
ing the at least one article. The article protection features
11 cushion the ends 7, 9 of the carton and prevent or
reduce the likelihood of breakage of the containers C. In
one embodiment, the article protection flaps 13 are
moveable between a first position (Fig. 10A) and a sec-
ond position (Figs. 8A and 10B) placed between adjacent
containers C in the carton to reduce movement of the
containers in the carton and prevent breakage of the con-

tainers. The carton 5 can have other features (e.g., han-
dle, dispenser, etc.) without departing from the disclo-
sure.
[0024] The blank 3 has a longitudinal axis L1 and a
lateral axis L2. In the embodiment of Fig. 1, the blank
includes a bottom panel 15 foldably connected to a first
side panel 17 at a lateral fold line 19. A second side panel
21 is foldably connected to the bottom panel 15 at a lateral
fold line 23. A top panel 25 is foldably connected to the
first side panel 17 at a lateral fold line 27, and foldably
connected to an adhesive panel 29 at a lateral fold line 31.
[0025] The bottom panel 15 is foldably connected to a
first bottom end flap 33 and a second bottom end flap
35. The first side panel 17 is foldably connected to a first
side end flap 37 and a second side end flap 39. The
second side panel 21 is foldably connected to a first side
end flap 43 and a second side end flap 45. The top panel
25 is foldably connected to a first top end flap 47 and a
second top end flap 49. In one embodiment, when the
carton 5 is erected, the end flaps 33, 37, 43, 47, close
the first end 7 of the carton, and the end flaps 35, 39, 45,
49 close the second end 9 of the carton. In accordance
with an alternative embodiment of the present disclosure,
different flap arrangements can be used for closing the
ends 7, 9 of the carton 5.
[0026] The end flaps 33, 37, 43, 47 extend along a first
marginal area of the blank 3, and are foldably connected
at a first longitudinal fold line 61 that extends along the
length of the blank. The end flaps 35, 39, 45, 49 extend
along a second marginal area of the blank 3, and are
foldably connected at a second longitudinal fold line 63
that also extends along the length of the blank. The lon-
gitudinal fold lines 61, 63 may be, for example, substan-
tially straight, or offset at one or more locations to account
for blank thickness or for other factors. In one embodi-
ment, the side panels 17, 21 have respective diamond
panels 65 that are formed by a fold line 67 that is spaced
inwardly from the respective longitudinal fold line 61, 63.
Also, the side end flaps 37, 39, 43, 45 have a respective
lateral fold line 69 extending from a diamond panel 65 to
allow a respective end 7, 9 to angle inwardly so that the
top of the carton 5 at each end (the portion of the fold
line 61, 63 connecting the top end flap 47, 49) is closer
to the center of the carton than the bottom of the carton
at each end (the portion of the fold line 61, 63 connecting
the bottom end flap 33, 35). In this way, the ends 7, 9 are
tapered ends, but it is understood that the ends of the
carton 5 could be otherwise shaped, arranged, and/or
configured (e.g., straight or non-tapered) without depart-
ing from the disclosure.
[0027] In the embodiment of Fig. 1, the blank 3 has
handle features for forming a handle 71. In the illustrated
embodiment, the handle features comprise handle flaps
73 foldably connected to a respective top end flap 47, 49
at a longitudinal fold line 75, and notches or openings 77
in the side end flaps 37, 39, 43, and 45. The openings
77 cooperate to provide an opening at a respective closed
end 7, 9 to allow a respective handle flap 73 to be inwardly
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folded so that the carton 5 can be grasped at a respective
end. The blank 3 can have other features for forming the
handle 71, or the blank and/or carton 5 can have a handle
that is alternatively shaped, arranged, and/or configured
without departing from the disclosure. Further, the handle
71 can be omitted without departing from the disclosure.
[0028] In one embodiment, the blank 3 has features
for forming the article protection features 11 of the carton
5. As shown in Fig. 1, the side end flaps 37, 39, 43, 45
have deformations in the form of indentations 81 on the
exterior surface of the blank 3 such that the indentations
from a protrusion on the interior surface of the blank. The
bottom end flap 33, 35 each have two rows of deforma-
tions in the form of indentations 83 on the interior surface
of the blank 3 such that the indentations on the interior
surface form a protrusion on the exterior surface 1 of the
blank 3. As shown in Fig. 1, the top end flaps 47, 49 each
have a respective distal edge 87, 89 having corner notch-
es 91 and a center notch 93. The indentations 81, 83 can
be any deformation on a surface of a respective side end
flaps 37, 39, 43, 45 or bottom end flap 33, 35 such that
the deformation can be any suitable shape (e.g., a con-
cave depression or protrusion, convex depression or pro-
trusion, flat depression or protrusion, embossed area,
debossed area, etc., or any other suitable shape). Fur-
thermore, the indentations 81, 83 could be formed on the
interior or exterior surface of one or more of the first side
panel 17, second side panel 21, top panel 25, bottom
panel 15, or top end flaps 47, 49 without departing from
the disclosure.
[0029] In the first embodiment, the blank 3 includes
nine article protection flaps 13 arranged in a 3x3 arrange-
ment, but the blank could have more or less than nine
article protection flaps, and the flaps could be otherwise
arranged in other suitable row/column arrangements or
in a random configuration on the bottom panel 15, includ-
ing a single row or single column configuration, or any
other suitable configuration. The description herein will
describe the detailed arrangement and configuration of
a single article protection flap 13; however, the arrange-
ment and configuration of the other article protection flaps
will be similar or identical. In other embodiments, the
blank 3 can include article protection flaps that are dif-
ferent, similar, or identical to other article protection flaps
without departing from the disclosure. In the embodiment
of Fig. 1, the middle row of article protection flaps 13 are
oriented 180 degrees relative to a row of article protection
flaps that are closer to a respective fold line 61, 63. In
other embodiments, the article protection flaps 13 could
be otherwise shaped, arranged, and/or configured with-
out departing from the disclosure.
[0030] As shown in Figs. 1 and 10A the article protec-
tion flaps 13 are each foldably connected to the bottom
panel 15 at a respective lateral fold line 101 and are each
at least partially defined by a line of weakening 103 in
the bottom panel. In one embodiment, the line of weak-
ening 103 is a cut, but the line of weakening could com-
prises other forms of weakening (e.g., a tear line that

comprises cut lines separated by breakable nicks, a tear
line that is formed by a series of spaced apart cuts, etc.)
that allows the article protection flap 13 to separate from
the bottom panel 15 without departing from the disclo-
sure. The cut 103 has a first portion 105 that is generally
curved and extending from a first end 106 of the fold line
101 and a second portion 107 that is generally curved
and extending from a second end 108 of the fold line 101.
Both the first portion 105 and the second portion 107 of
the cut 103 extend away from the fold line 101 and form
a respective rounded corner 109, 111 of the cut that tran-
sitions to a third portion 113 of the cut. The third portion
113 is generally straight and extends in the lateral direc-
tion L2 between the two rounded corners 109, 111. In
one embodiment, a slit or cut 112 is located adjacent the
third portion 113 of the cut 103. As show in Figs. 1 and
10A, the article protection flap 13 comprises a second
fold line 117 extending from the first end 106 of the first
fold line 101 and a third fold line 119 extending from the
second end 108 of the first fold line. In the first embodi-
ment, the second and third fold lines 117, 119 are longi-
tudinal fold lines that are generally parallel and extend in
the longitudinal direction L1 of the blank 3. The fold lines
101, 117, 119 and cuts 103, 105 could be otherwise
shaped, arranged, configured, and/or omitted such that
the article protection flap 13 has any other suitable shape
or configuration without departing from the disclosure.
[0031] In one embodiment, the first portion 105 of the
cut 103, the rounded corner 109 of the cut, a portion of
the third portion 113 of the cut, and the second fold line
117 at least partially define a first portion 121 of the article
protection flap 13. The second portion 107 of the cut 103,
the rounded corner 111 of the cut, a portion of the third
portion 113 of the cut, and the third fold line 119 at least
partially define a second portion 123 of the article pro-
tection flap. A central portion 125 of the article protection
flap is at least partially defined by the first fold line 101,
second fold line 117, third fold line 119, and a portion of
the third portion 113 of the cut 103. The first portion 121
of the article protection flap 13 is foldably connected to
the central portion 125 at the second fold line 117. The
second portion 123 of the article protection flap 13 is fold-
ably connected to the central portion 125 at the third fold
line 119. The first portion 121 and the second portion 123
are foldable relative to each other and the central portion
125 by way of the fold lines 117, 119. Alternatively, the
first portion 121 and second portion 123 could be foldably
connected at a single fold line without departing from the
disclosure.
[0032] Figs. 2-8 show one exemplary method of form-
ing the carton 5 and the article protection features 11. As
shown in Fig. 2, the blank 3 can be formed into a sleeve
131 having open ends 7, 9 by folding the bottom panel
15, side panels 17, 21, and top panel 25 along respective
fold lines 19, 23, 27, 31. The adhesive panel 29 can be
adhesively secured to the second side panel 21 by glue
or other suitable adhesive. As shown in Fig. 3, containers
C can be placed into an interior space 133 of the sleeve
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131. One of the ends 7, 9 can be closed prior to loading
the containers C or both of the ends 7, 9 can be closed
after loading the containers into the interior space 133.
The closing of the first end 7 is described below, but it is
understood that the second end 9 can be closed in a
similar manner, with the article protection features 11 in
the second end being formed in a similar manner as the
article protection features in the first end. Alternatively,
the second end 9 could have different flap closing se-
quence or arrangement and the article protection fea-
tures 11 could be otherwise shaped, arranged, config-
ured, and/or omitted without departing from the disclo-
sure.
[0033] As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the first end 7 is
closed by first inwardly folding the side end flaps 37, 43.
As shown in Figs. 5-7, the bottom end flap 33 is upwardly
folded and the top end flap 47 is downwardly folded to
close the end 7 of the carton 5. The article protection
features 11 in the first end of the carton 5 are formed
during the closing of the end flaps 33, 37, 43, 47. As
shown in Fig. 6, the indentations 81 on the exterior sur-
face of the side end flaps 37, 43 are aligned with the
indentations 83 on the interior surface of the bottom end
flap 33 to form a respective article protection feature 11.
As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the outermost article protection
features (when viewing the end 7 as shown in Fig. 9) are
identified by reference number 11A and are formed by
the indentation 81 on the side end flap 43 and the inden-
tation 83 on the bottom end flap 33 that cooperate to form
a pocket 135 in the overlapped end flaps. In one embod-
iment, the width of the pocket 135 as viewed in Fig. 9 is
approximately equal to the combined amount of depres-
sion of each of the indentations 81, 83. The indentations
81 are on the exterior surface of the side end flaps 37,
43 and the indentations 83 are on the interior surface of
the bottom end flap 33 so that the indentations 81, 83
cooperate to form the pocket 135. Alternatively, the arti-
cle protection features 11 could comprise only a single
indentation 81, 83, or one of the indentations 81, 83 could
be larger or smaller than the other, or the indentations
81, 83 could be offset from one another, without departing
from the disclosure. Moreover, the indentations 81, 83
could be arranged such that the protrusions are in direct
contact with each other.
[0034] In one embodiment, the middle article protec-
tion features 11B (Figs. 8 and 9A) are formed by an in-
dentation 81 on each of the side end flaps 37, 43 and an
indentation on the bottom end flap 33. As shown in Fig.
9A, the indentation 81 near the edge of the inner side
end flap 43 receives the indentation 81 near the edge of
the outer side end flap 37, and the indentation 83 on the
bottom end flap 33 cooperates with the indentation on
the outer side end flap 37 to form the pocket 137. The
article protection features 11A, 11B, and pockets 135,
137 could be otherwise shaped, arranged, positioned,
and/or configured without departing from the disclosure.
[0035] Figs. 9B and 9C show alternative configurations
of the article protection features 11A, 11B having pockets

135, 137 similar to the embodiments of Figs. 9 and 9A
but filled with shock absorbing material 139. In one em-
bodiment, the shock absorbing material 139 is a thermo-
plastic adhesive. The shock absorbing material 139 can
comprise thermoplastic adhesive that can be hot-melt
adhesive including a low temperature hot melt thermo-
plastic adhesive or a high temperature hot melt thermo-
plastic adhesive such as are commercially available.
Such hot melt adhesive can include ethylene vinyl ace-
tate (EVA) or any other suitable material. For example,
the shock absorbing material 139 can comprise any suit-
able foam, gel, liquid, or solid, that can be located in the
pocket 135, 137 and provide cushioning of the impact
forces exerted on the carton 5. For example, the shock
absorbing material could comprise any suitable heat ac-
tivation material, UV activation material, laser activation
material, Styrofoam, thermoplastic, hot melt adhesive, or
any material that takes up space in the pocket 135, 137
to provide cushioning to the containers C. The article
protection features 11 can comprise the same or different
thermoplastic adhesive that is used to form and close the
carton 5 without departing from the disclosure. In one
embodiment, the adhesive used to form the shock ab-
sorbing material 139 can be further applied to one or
more of the end flaps 33, 37, 43, 47 to secure the end
flaps in the closed configuration of the end 7.
[0036] As shown in Fig. 9, the lower article protection
feature 11, 11A, 11B is spaced apart from the bottom
panel 15 by a first distance D1 and the upper article pro-
tection feature 11, 11 A, 11B is spaced apart from the
bottom panel by a second distance D2. In one embodi-
ment, the second distance D2 is greater than the first
distance D1. The distances D1 can be selected so that
the lower article protection feature 11 contacts the con-
tainer C near a bottom portion B of the container. The
distance D2 can be selected so that the upper article
protection feature 11 contacts the container C near the
shoulder S of the container. The positioning of the upper
and lower article protection features 11 provides a re-
spective container C with two contact points with the
shock absorbing features at the end 7 of the carton 5 so
that each respective container C is stabilized and cush-
ioned against impacts occurring at the end of the carton.
The article protection features could be otherwise ar-
ranged and positioned without departing from the disclo-
sure.
[0037] Fig. 4A shows an alternative configuration of
the end 7 wherein the side end flap 37 has two notches
141 instead of the indentations 81. The notches 141 allow
the indentations 81 near the edge of the exterior surface
of the side end flap 43 to cooperate with the middle in-
dentations 83 on the bottom end flap 33 to form a pocket
similar to the pocket 135 shown in Fig. 9, but with the
pocket 135 being wider as a result of the intervening layer
of material from the side end flap 37.
[0038] Figs. 5A and 5B show an alternative configura-
tion of the end 7 wherein the bottom end flap 33 is mod-
ified from the bottom end flap shown in Fig. 4. In the
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embodiment of Figs. 5A and 5B, the indentations 83 on
the interior surface near the peripheral edge of the bottom
end flap 33 of Fig. 4 are replaced by a deformation 149
at the peripheral edge of the bottom end flap 33. The
deformation 149 includes a series of indentations 151 on
the interior surface of the bottom end flap 33 that are
adjacent to a respective indentation on the exterior sur-
face 153 of the bottom end flap. The indentations 151 on
the interior surface of the bottom end flap 33 communi-
cate with the upper indentations 81 on the side end flaps
37, 43 to form a respective pocket or series of pockets.
Alternatively, the upper indentations 81 on the side end
flaps 37, 43 could be replaced with a deformation similar
to the deformation 149 of the bottom end flap, or any
other configuration that is suitable for creating a pocket
or series of pockets that form the article protection fea-
tures.
[0039] Fig. 5C shows an alternative configuration of
the end 7 wherein the side end flaps 37, 43 and bottom
end flap 33 are modified from the flaps shown in Fig. 4.
In the embodiment of Fig. 5C, the bottom end flap 33 has
indentations 155 on the interior surface near the periph-
eral edge of the bottom end flap that are modified from
the embodiment of Fig. 4. Further, the side end flaps 37,
43 each have upper indentations 157 that are modified
from the embodiment of Figs. 4 and 5. Both groups of
indentations 155, 157 are elongated from the embodi-
ment of Figs. 4 and 5, and the indentations 155 on the
bottom end flap are each sized to extend between two
adjacent indentations 157 on the side end flaps 37, 43.
The indentations 155 are in communication with multiple
indentations 157 so that the pocket formed by the coop-
erating indentations forms an article protection feature
11 that is elongated and contacts two adjacent articles
C. The elongated article protection feature can be filled
with shock absorbing material in a similar manner as de-
scribed above for the first embodiment. Alternative, the
lower indentations on the interior surface of the bottom
end flap 33 and the lower indentations 81 on the side end
flaps 37, 43 could be similar to the indentations 155, 157
without departing from the disclosure.
[0040] In the first embodiment, the loaded and closed
carton 5 of Fig. 8 is further processed so that the article
protection flaps 13 are activated. The article protection
flaps 13 are foldably connected to the bottom panel 15
and moveable between a first position (Fig. 2) that is sub-
stantially parallel to the bottom panel and a second po-
sition (Fig. 8A) wherein the article protection flaps are
folded relative to the bottom panel. In one embodiment,
the article protection flaps 13 are raised or activated to
the position of Fig. 8A, and the article protection flaps
have features for preventing the folding of the article pro-
tection flaps from the second position back to the first
position. Fig. 8A illustrates an outermost row of contain-
ers C removed and the end flaps 33, 37, 43, 47 at the
end 7 open so that the article protection flaps 13 are
visible. It is understood that the article protection flaps
13 will be activated to the second position (Fig. 8A) after

the ends 7, 9 of the carton 5 have been closed. Alterna-
tively, the article protection flaps 13 could be activated
prior to closing one or both of the ends 7, 9 of the carton
5 without departing from the disclosure.
[0041] The article protection flaps 13 can be activated
by various forming apparatus, some of which will be de-
scribed below in further detail, or any other suitable meth-
od. The activation of a single article protection flap 13
will be described in detail herein, but it is understood that
the other article protection flaps can be activated in a
similar or different manner without departing from the dis-
closure. Figs. 10A and 10B are enlarged portions of the
interior surface of the bottom panel 15, with Fig. 10A
showing the interior surface of the bottom panel prior to
activation of the article protection flap 13, and Fig. 10B
showing the interior of the bottom panel after activation
of the article protection flap. In one embodiment, a finger
or other portion of an apparatus for forming the carton 5
presses against the central portion 125 (Fig. 10A) of the
article protection flap 13 to initiate separation of the article
protection flap from the bottom panel 13 along the cut
103. As shown in Figs. 8A, 10A, and 10C, the article
protection flap 13 is pivoted upward relative to the bottom
panel 15 at the fold line 101 in the direction of arrow A1
to create an opening 161 in the bottom panel. As the
article protection flap 13 is activated, the first portion 121
and the second portion 123 are folded relative to each
other. In one embodiment, the first portion 121 and the
second portion 123 of the article protection flap are folded
inwardly relative to each other and relative to the central
portion 125. As such, the article protection flap 13 pro-
vides two layers of material (e.g., the inwardly folded first
portion 121 and second portion 123) between adjacent
containers C in the carton 5.
[0042] In one embodiment, the article protection flaps
13 are upwardly folded to the second (raised) position
shown in Fig. 8A, or the article protection flaps can be
upwardly folded to a second (raised) position shown in
Fig. 10C. In one embodiment, the upwardly folding of the
article protection flaps 13 causes the containers C in the
carton 5 to move to accommodate the space required for
the article protection flaps in the second position with the
first portion 121 and second portion 123 folded relative
to each other. The movement of the containers C when
the article protection flaps 13 are upwardly folded and
located between adjacent containers, tightens the pack-
ing of the containers in the carton 5 so that the movement
of the containers is limited by the positioning of the article
protection flaps 13 and the respective end flaps 33, 37,
43, 47 and 35, 39, 45, 49 at the closed ends 7, 9 of the
carton. The article protection flaps 13 are pressed against
two adjacent containers C to initiate movement of the
containers and provide the tightening feature of the article
protection flaps.
[0043] In one embodiment, the configuration of the first
portion 121 and the second portion 123 prevents the ar-
ticle protection flap 13 from being downwardly folded
from the second or raised position of Fig. 8 to the first or
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lowered position of Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 10B, when
the first portion 121 and the second portion 123 of the
article protection flap 13 are inwardly folded relative to
each other, the first and second portions extend beyond
the edge 163 of the opening 161 created at the third por-
tion 113 of the cut 103. In one embodiment, an edge 165
(Fig. 10C) of the first portion 121 of the article protection
flap 13, formed by the rounded corner 109 of the cut 103
extends beyond the edge 163 of the opening 161. Also,
an edge 167 (Fig. 10C) of the second portion 123 of the
article protection flap 13 formed by the rounded corner
111 of the cut 103 extends beyond the edge 163 of the
opening 161. The positioning of the distal portions of the
first portion 121 and second portion 123, including the
edges 165, 167 of the article protection flap 13, relative
to the edge 163 of the opening 161 prevents the article
protection flaps 13 from being downwardly folded to the
first position wherein the article protection flaps are sub-
stantially parallel to the bottom panel 15. As such, once
the article protection flaps 13 are raised to the second
position and positioned between adjacent containers C,
the article protection flaps stay in the upwardly folded
position providing cushioning and protection between ad-
jacent containers. The article protection flaps 13 could
be otherwise shaped, arranged, and/or configured to
have other features for preventing the article protection
flaps from returning to the first or lowered position without
departing from the disclosure.
[0044] Figs. 10D-10F show an article protection flap
13 having alternative features. In the embodiment of Figs.
10D-10F, the first portion 121 and the second portion 123
of the article protection flap 13 each have a respective
deformation 171, 173 in the form of an indentation on the
exterior surface of the article protection flap 13. The ar-
ticle protection flap 13 of the embodiment of Figs. 10D-
10F is activated in a similar manner as described above
for the previous embodiment, wherein the first portion
121 is folded relative to the second portion 123 of the
article protection flap. As shown in Fig. 10F, the inden-
tations 171, 173 of the respective first and second por-
tions 121, 123 cooperate to form a space 175 between
the first portion and the second portion of the article pro-
tection flaps 13. The space 175 can comprise shock ab-
sorbing material, such as the shock absorbing material
139 discussed above for the article protection features
11, or any other suitable material. The space 175 be-
tween the first and second portions 121, 123 of the article
protection flap 13 of Fig. 10F provides enhanced article
protection and reduction of breakage of the containers
C. The deformations 171, 173 could be otherwise
shaped, arranged, configured, positioned, and/or omitted
without departing from the scope of the disclosure.
[0045] One embodiment of a system 181 for activating
the article protection flaps 13 is illustrated in Figs. 11 and
12. In one embodiment, the cartons 5, having containers
C loaded and the ends 7, 9 closed, are conveyed via an
inlet conveyor 183 to a first or inlet end 185 of the system
181. However, the system 181 could also be used to

activate the article protection flaps 13 of the cartons 5
prior to closing one or both of the ends 7, 9. The system
181 comprises a sled 187 that receives a carton 5 from
the inlet conveyor 183 such that the bottom panel 15 of
the carton is in contact with the top surface 189 of the
sled. The sled 187 is operatively attached to a cam track
array or section 191 that includes a series of spaced rails
193 (Fig. 12) with a series of cam tracks 195 mounted
therebetween. The sled 187 comprises a series of actu-
ating fingers 197 pivotally mounted to the sled and move-
able through a respective slot 199 in the top surface 189
of the sled. The actuating fingers 197 have a lower portion
that engages a respective cam track 195 such that the
actuating finger 197 is raised or lowered in the slot 199
by the slope of the cam track. As the sled 187 with carton
5 mounted on the top surface 189 moves in the direction
of arrow A2 (Fig. 11), the fingers 197 are raised and low-
ered in the slots 199 to activate the article protection flaps
13 in the bottom panel 15. After the article protection flaps
13 are activated by the system 181, the carton 5 exits an
exiting end 201 of the system for further handling and
packaging. The system 180 could be alternatively
shaped, arranged, and/or configured without departing
from the disclosure.
[0046] Fig. 13 illustrates an alternative embodiment of
a system 207 for activating the article protection flaps 13
of the carton 5. The system 207 comprises a cassette
209 that can be mounted along the path of travel of the
carton 5 in a packaging machine. In one embodiment,
the cassette 209 comprises a series of actuating fingers
211 mounted to a chain 213. The fingers 211 move along
a cam track 215 that receives a portion of the fingers 211
as the fingers are conveyed around the cassette. As the
fingers 211 move along the cam track 215, the fingers
can be positioned between non-engaging and engaging
positions for selectively activating the article protection
flaps 13 of the carton 5. The system 207 could be alter-
natively shaped, arranged, and/or configured without de-
parting from the disclosure.
[0047] Fig. 14 shows features of an alternative embod-
iment of a system 221 for activating the article protection
flaps 13 of the carton 5. As with the previous embodi-
ments, the system 221 can be mounted along a path of
travel of the cartons 5 in a packaging machine. In the
embodiment of Fig. 14, the system 221 includes a series
of starred wheels or finned discs 223 that will engage
and activate the article protection flaps 13 as the cartons
move through or along system 221. The star wheels 223
each generally includes a series of actuating fingers 225
arranged in groups or sets spaced about the circumfer-
ence or periphery 227 of each of the star wheels. In one
embodiment, each of the star wheels 223 is positioned
to activate a respective row of article protection flaps 13
in the bottom panel 15 of the carton. The actuating fingers
225 engage a respective article protection flap 13 and
move the article protection flap from the first (lowered)
position that is substantially parallel to the bottom panel
15 to the second (raised) positioned wherein the article
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protection flap 13 is folded relative to the bottom panel.
The system 221 could be alternatively shaped, arranged,
and/or configured without departing from the disclosure.
[0048] Fig. 15 is an alternative embodiment of a blank
303 that is similar to the blank 3 of the first embodiment.
Accordingly, like or similar features will be indicated with
like or similar reference numbers. The blank 303 is for
forming a carton 5 having article protection features 11
in respective ends 7, 9 of the carton as discussed above
for the first embodiment. As with the embodiment of Fig.
1, the blank 303 has end flaps 33, 37, 43, 47 and 35, 39,
45, 49 that have respective indentations or features 81,
83 that cooperate to form the article protection features
11. In contrast to the first embodiment, the blank 303 has
a bottom panel 15 that does not have article protection
flaps 13. The blank 303 could have other features and
could be otherwise shaped, arranged, and/or configured
without departing from the disclosure.
[0049] Fig. 16 is an alternative embodiment of a blank
403 that is similar to the blank 3 of the first embodiment.
Accordingly, like or similar features will be indicated with
like or similar reference numbers. The blank 403 is for
forming a carton 5 having article protection flaps 13 fold-
ably connected to the bottom panel 15 as discussed
above for the first embodiment. In contrast to the first
embodiment, the blank 403 has end flaps 33, 37, 43, 47
and 35, 39, 45, 49 that are free of respective indentations
or features 81, 83 that cooperate to form the article pro-
tection features 11 of the carton 5 of the first embodiment.
The blank 403 could have other features and could be
otherwise shaped, arranged, and/or configured without
departing from the disclosure.
[0050] Figs. 17-19 show an alternative embodiment of
a blank 503 for forming a carton 505 that is similar to the
blank 3 and carton 5 of the first embodiment. Accordingly,
like or similar features will be indicated with like or similar
reference numbers. The blank 503 has article protection
flaps 513 that are similar to the article protection flaps 13
of the first embodiment. The blank 503 has fifteen article
protection flaps 513 arranged in a 5x3 arrangement, but
the blank could have more or less than fifteen article pro-
tection flaps and the article protection flaps could be oth-
erwise arranged. In the embodiment of Figs. 17-19, the
article protection flaps 513 are foldably connected to the
bottom panel 15 at a lateral fold line 520 and are at least
partially defined by a cut 522 or other line of weakening
in the bottom panel. Two oblique fold lines 524, 526 ex-
tend from respective ends of the lateral fold line 520 to
define a central portion 528 of the article protection flap
513. A first portion 530 of the article protection flap 513
is foldably connected to the central portion 528 at the
oblique fold line 524 and a second portion 532 is foldably
connected to the central portion 528 at the oblique fold
line 526. In addition to the distal portions of the first portion
530 and second portion 532, the features that prevent
the article protection flap 513 from being downwardly
folded include a heel 534 formed at a distal portion of the
article protection flap. In the illustrated embodiment, the

heel 534 is a rounded protrusion that extends beyond
the edge of the first and second portions 530, 532.
[0051] Fig. 18 illustrates a view of the bottom panel 15
of the carton 505 after the article protection flaps 15 have
been activated and positioned in the second (raised) po-
sition between adjacent containers C. As shown in Figs.
18 and 19, the openings 561 is formed in the bottom
panel 15 when the article protection flaps 513 are moved
to the second position between adjacent containers. As
shown in Fig. 19, the first and second portions 530, 532
are folded with respect to one another when a respective
article protection flap 513 is positioned in the second po-
sition. In the raised position, the first portion 530, second
portion 532, and heel 534 of each respective article pro-
tection flap 513 interfere with the edges of the bottom
panel 15 at the opening 561 to prevent with the article
protection flap from being moved to the first position that
is substantially parallel to the bottom panel 15. The article
protection flaps 513 could be otherwise shaped, ar-
ranged, configured, and/or positioned without departing
from the disclosure.
[0052] Figs. 20 and 20A illustrate various features of
a blank 603 according to an alternative embodiment of
the disclosure and having similar features of the first em-
bodiment. Accordingly, like or similar features will be in-
dicated with like or similar reference numbers. The blank
603 has article protection flaps 613 that are similar in
shape as the article protection flaps 513 of the previous
embodiment. In the embodiment of Figs. 20 and 20A, the
article protection flaps 613 are foldably connected to the
bottom panel 15 at a lateral fold line 620 and are at least
partially defined by a cut 622 or other line of weakening
in the bottom panel. Two curved fold lines 624, 626 ex-
tend from respective ends of the lateral fold line 620 to
define a central portion 628 of the article protection flap
613. A first portion 630 of the article protection flap 613
is foldably connected to the central portion 628 at the
curved fold line 624 and a second portion 632 is foldably
connected to the central portion 628 at the curved fold
line 626. The article protection flap 613 comprises a heel
634 formed at a distal portion of the article protection flap.
In the illustrated embodiment, the heel 634 is a rounded
protrusion that extends beyond the edge of the first and
second portions 630, 632 (e.g., is the farthest portion of
the article protection flap 613 from the fold line 620). In
the embodiment of Figs. 20 and 20A, the article protection
flap 613 includes a lateral fold line 636 extending across
the first portion 630 and the second portion 632 at the
widest portion of the article protection flap and a longitu-
dinal fold line 638 extending from the lateral fold line
across the heel portion 634 to the cut 622. The fold lines
636, 638 facilitate the activation of the article protection
flap 613 and the folding of the first portion 630 relative to
the second portion 632. The article protection flaps 613
could be otherwise shaped, arranged, configured, and/or
positioned without departing from the disclosure.
[0053] Figs. 21-23 illustrate various features of a blank
703 and carton 705 of an alternative embodiment having
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similar features as the first embodiment of the disclosure.
Accordingly, like or similar features will be indicated with
like or similar reference numbers. The blank 703 has a
bottom panel 15 with article protection flaps 713 that are
foldably connected to the bottom panel at a lateral fold
line 720. In the embodiment of Figs. 21-23 two curved
fold lines 724, 726 extend from respective ends of the
lateral fold line 720 and define a central portion 728 of
the article protection flap 713. The first portion 730 is
foldably connected to the central portion 728 of the article
protection flap 713 at the fold line 724 and the second
portion 732 is foldably connected to the central portion
at the fold line 726. The location of the containers C is
shown in hidden lines in Fig. 21, with the article protection
flaps 713 in the first (lowered) position wherein the article
protection flaps are substantially parallel to the bottom
panel.
[0054] Fig. 22 shows the article protection flaps 713
being moved to the second position, and Fig. 23 shows
the article protection flaps substantially in the second po-
sition. In both Figs. 22 and 23 one row of containers C
has been removed to show the positioning of the article
protection flaps 713. As with the previous embodiments,
an opening 761 is formed in the bottom panel 15 that
corresponds with the shape of the article protection flap
713 in the first position. As shown in Fig. 23, the first and
second portions 730, 732 are curved or contoured to
match the shape of the container C so that the container
is held in secure engagement with the article protection
flap 713. As with the previous embodiments, the article
protection flaps 713 are prevented from being moved
from the second (raised) position to the first (lowered)
position by the interference of the folded first and second
portions 730, 732 with the edge 763 of the bottom panel
15 at the opening 761. The folding of the first and second
portions 730, 732 relative to each other and the central
portion 730 causes the distal portions of the first and sec-
ond portions to extend beyond the edge 763 forming the
opening. The article protection flaps 713 could be other-
wise shaped, arranged, configured, and/or positioned
without departing from the disclosure.
[0055] Figs. 24-27 show an alternative embodiment of
a blank 803 for forming a carton 805 that is similar to the
blank 3 and carton 5 of the first embodiment. Accordingly,
like or similar features will be indicated with like or similar
reference numbers. The blank 803 has article protection
flaps 13 that are the same as the article protection flaps
of the first embodiment. The blank 803 has end flaps 33,
37, 43, 47 and 35, 39, 45, 49 that have respective inden-
tations or features 81, 83 that cooperate to form the article
protection features 811 that are similar to the article pro-
tection features 11, 11A, 11B of the first embodiment.
The blank 803 could have other features without depart-
ing from the disclosure.
[0056] In the embodiment of Figs. 24-27, each of the
top end flaps 47, 49 has a reinforcement flap 814 foldably
connected to a base portion 816 of the top end flap at a
longitudinal fold line 818. In one embodiment, the base

portion 816 of each top end flap 47, 49 has a group of
indentations 83a on the interior surface of the base por-
tion 816 of the end flap, and the reinforcement flap 814
has a group of indentations 83b on the interior surface
of the end flap. As with the first embodiment, the side
end flaps 37, 39, 43, 45 have indentations 81 on the ex-
terior surface of the side end flaps and the bottom end
flaps 33, 35 have indentations 83 on the interior surface
of the bottom end flaps. In the embodiment of Figs. 24-27,
each of the side end flaps 43, 45 have only a single in-
dentation 81 on the lower row of indentations and an
edge having notches 810 instead of a second indentation
on the lower row. The blank 803 could have other ar-
rangements of indentations 81, 83 or other features for
forming the article protection features 811 without de-
parting from the disclosure.
[0057] As shown in Figs. 25-27B, when the ends 7, 9
of the carton 805 are closed, the reinforcement flap 814
of each top end flap 47, 49 is folded at the fold line 818
to be in face-to-face contact with the interior surface of
the base portion 816 of each end flap. As with the previ-
ous embodiments, only the closing of the first end 7 of
the carton 805 is shown, but it is understood that the
second end 9 could be closed in a similar manner as
described for the first end. When the reinforcement flap
814 is folded, the indentations 83b on the reinforcement
flap 814 are aligned and in contact with the indentations
83a on the base portion 816. The indentations 83a, 83b
cooperate to form a pocket 836 (Fig. 27A) in the top end
flap 47, 49 that is similar to pockets 135 discussed above
for the first embodiment and shown in Fig. 9.
[0058] In the embodiment of Figs. 24-27B, the inden-
tations 81 on the side end flaps 37, 39, 43, 45 and the
indentations 83 on the bottom end flaps 33, 35 cooperate
to form an upper pocket 135 that is similar to the upper
pocket 135 described above for the first embodiment and
shown in Fig. 9. The upper article protection feature 811
A of the outermost article protection features (e.g., clos-
est to the side panels 17, 21 when viewed from Fig. 27)
comprises the pocket 836 formed by the reinforcement
flap 814 and the base portion 816 of the top end flaps
47, 49 and the upper pocket 135 that is formed by the
bottom end flap 33, 35 and the side end flaps 37, 39, 43,
45. The lower article protection features 811B of the out-
ermost article protection features comprises the lower
pocket 135 that is formed by the indentation 83 on the
bottom end flaps 33, 35 and the indentation 81 on the
side end flaps 37, 39, 43, 45. Either or both of the pockets
836, 135 that form the article protection features 811A,
811B could comprise shock absorbing material as de-
scribed above for the first embodiment. The article pro-
tection features 811A, 811B could be formed by other
features of the blank 803 without departing from the dis-
closure.
[0059] As shown in Figs. 27 and 27B, the upper article
protection feature 811C of the middle article protection
features (e.g., between the two outer article protection
features 811A) comprises the pocket 836 in the top end
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flaps 47, 49 and the upper pocket 137 that is formed by
the indentations 81 of bottom end flaps 33, 35 and the
overlapped portions of the side end flaps 37, 39, 43, 45.
The lower article protection features 811D of the middle
article protection features comprises the lower pocket
137 that is formed by the indentations 81 of the over-
lapped portions of the side end flaps 43. As with the pre-
vious embodiments, any or all of the pockets 135, 137,
836 could be filled with shock-absorbing material 139
without departing from the disclosure. The pockets 135,
137 can be similar to the corresponding pockets shown
in Fig. 9 for the first embodiment, or the pockets could
be otherwise shaped, arranged, configured, and/or omit-
ted. Any of the article protection features 811, 811A,
811B, 811C, 811D could be otherwise shaped, arranged,
and/or configured without departing from the disclosure.
[0060] In one embodiment, the reinforcement flaps 814
are folded under the base portion 816 to provide an extra
layer of material to reinforce and enhance the cushioning
and protection of the container C by the article protection
features 811A in the closed ends 7, 9 of the carton 805.
Alternatively, the reinforcement flap 814 could be folded
over and be in contact with the exterior surface of the
base portion 816 so that the reinforcement flap is in face-
to-face contact with the exterior surface of the base por-
tion. Alternatively, the reinforcement flaps 814 and base
portions 816 could be otherwise shaped, arranged,
and/or configured without departing from the disclosure.
[0061] Fig. 28 illustrates various features of a blank
903 for forming a carton of an alternative embodiment
having similar features as the first embodiment of the
disclosure. Accordingly, like or similar features will be
indicated with like or similar reference numbers. The
blank 903 has a bottom panel 15 with primary article pro-
tection flaps 913 that are arranged in a single row of three
article protection flaps. Secondary article protection flaps
914 are foldably connected to the bottom panel 15 and
are spaced apart from a respective primary article pro-
tection flap 913. In the illustrated embodiment, four sec-
ondary article protection flaps 914 are included, but more
or less than four secondary article protection flaps could
be used, or the secondary article protection flaps could
be otherwise shaped, arranged, and/or configured with-
out departing from the disclosure. The secondary article
protection flaps 914 provide additional cushioning of the
containers C and tightening of the carton 5 formed from
the blank 903.
[0062] In one embodiment, the secondary article pro-
tection flaps 914 are smaller than the primary article pro-
tection flaps 913, but it is understood that the article pro-
tection flaps could be otherwise shaped, arranged,
and/or configured. The primary and second article pro-
tection flaps 913, 914 can be moved to a second (raised)
position in a similar manner as described above for the
previous embodiments. In the illustrated embodiment,
the blank 903 comprises a second top panel 926 that is
placed in face-to-face contact with the first top panel 25
to reinforce the top panel of the carton formed from the

blank 903. However, it is understood that the primary
article protection flaps 913 and secondary article protec-
tion flaps 914 could be included on any other style of
blanks (e.g., blanks similar to the blank 3 of Fig. 1 having
only a single top panel 25) for use in forming any other
style of carton without departing from the disclosure.
[0063] Figs. 29-30 illustrate various features of a blank
1003 for forming a carton 1005 of an alternative embod-
iment having similar features as the first embodiment of
the disclosure. Accordingly, like or similar features will
be indicated with like or similar reference numbers. The
blank 1003 is for forming the carton 1005 that is a carrier
having an interior space 1008 that has a generally open
top with a divider 1010 that at least partially divides the
interior space into a front portion 1012 and a back portion
1014. In one embodiment, the divider 1010 comprises a
handle 1016 and the divider does not extend down to the
bottom panel 1015. The divider 1010 could be otherwise
shaped, arranged, and/or configured without departing
from the disclosure.
[0064] In the illustrated embodiment, the blank 1003
has a front panel 1020, back panel 1022, and respective
side panels 1024, 1026, 1028, 1030 for forming the sides
of the carton 1005. The blank 1003 has divider panels
1032, 1034, 1036, 1038 that combine to form the divider
1010 of the carton 1005. In one embodiment the bottom
panel 1015 is foldably connected to the back panel 1022
but the bottom panel 1015 could be otherwise arranged
without departing from the disclosure. The bottom panel
1015 includes article protection flaps 1013 that are similar
to the article protection flaps 13 of the first embodiment.
The article protection flaps 1013 are foldably connected
to the bottom panel 1015 and arranged in a single row
of three flaps. In the illustrated embodiment, the article
protection flaps 1013 are positioned in the second
(raised) position in a similar manner as the previous em-
bodiments. The article protection flaps 1013 are posi-
tioned on the bottom panel 1015 so that the flaps are
placed between adjacent containers C, with one of the
adjacent containers being located in the front portion
1012 of the interior space 1008 and the other of the ad-
jacent containers being located in the back portion 1014
of the interior space. The article protection flaps 1013
could be otherwise shaped, arranged, and/or configured
without departing form the disclosure.
[0065] Figs. 31A-31C illustrate various features of a
blank 1103 for forming a carton 1105 of an alternative
embodiment having similar features as the previous em-
bodiments of the disclosure. Accordingly, like or similar
features will be indicated with like or similar reference
numbers. The blank 1103 is a single panel for supporting
the plurality of containers C. The blank 1103 comprises
article protection flaps 1113 similar to the article protec-
tion flaps 13 of the earlier embodiments. The carton 1105
is formed by placing the plurality of containers C on the
blank 1103 and then activating the article protection flaps
1113 by moving the article protection flaps from the first
position that is substantially parallel to the blank 1103 to
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the second position wherein the article protection flaps
are folded relative to the panel of the blank. In one em-
bodiment, the carton 1105 can be further assembly by
applying an overwrap of shrink-wrap (e.g., shrinkable pol-
ymer film) or other packaging material M so that the con-
tainers are securely attached to the blank 1103. In the
embodiment of Figs. 31A-31C the blank 1103 is a bottom
panel, but the blank could be otherwise shaped, ar-
ranged, or configured without departing from the disclo-
sure.
[0066] In an alternative embodiment, blank 1103 and
articles C with activated article protection flaps 113 can
be positioned relative to a construct to at least partially
enclose the blank and the at least two articles. In one
embodiment the construct can be a sleeve similar to the
sleeve 131 of Fig. 2. Further the construct can have at
least one open end, such as the ends 7, 9 that can be
closed by respective end flaps. The blank 1103 and ar-
ticles C can be positioned in an interior of the sleeve prior
to closing both the ends 7, 9, or one of the ends can be
closed prior to positioning the blank and articles. Alter-
natively, the construct could be a lid that fits over the tops
of the articles C, and the lid could have one or more side
panels extending down from a top panel.
[0067] Figs. 32A-32C illustrate various features of a
blank 1203 for forming a carton 1205 of an alternative
embodiment having similar features as the previous em-
bodiments of the disclosure. Accordingly, like or similar
features will be indicated with like or similar reference
numbers. The blank 1203 comprises a bottom panel
1214 and four side panels 1218, 1220, 1222, 1224 for
forming a tray 1226 (Fig. 32B) having an interior space
for holding the container C. The blank 1203 comprises
article protection flaps 1213 similar to the article protec-
tion flaps 13 of the earlier embodiments. The carton 1205
is formed by placing the plurality of containers C on the
bottom panel 1214 of the blank 1203 and upwardly folding
the side panels 1218, 1220, 1222, 1224 to form the tray
1226. The article protection flaps 1213 are activated by
moving the article protection flaps from the first position
that is substantially parallel to the bottom panel 1214 to
the second position wherein the article protection flaps
are folded relative to the bottom panel of the blank 1203.
In one embodiment, the carton 1205 can be further as-
sembled by applying an overwrap of shrink-wrap (e.g.,
shrinkable polymer film) or other packaging material M
so that the containers are securely attached to the tray
1226. In the embodiment of Figs. 32A-32C the blank 1203
is configured for forming the tray 1226, but the blank could
be otherwise shaped, arranged, or configured without
departing from the disclosure.
[0068] Figs. 33A-33C illustrate various features of a
blank 1303 for forming a carton 1305 of an alternative
embodiment having similar features as the previous em-
bodiments of the disclosure. Accordingly, like or similar
features will be indicated with like or similar reference
numbers. The blank 1303 is generally similar to the blank
3 of the first embodiment in that the blank of Figs. 33A-

33C comprises a bottom panel 1315 and a first side panel
1317, a second side panel 1321, and a top panel 1325.
The blank 1303 comprises article protection flaps 1313
similar to the article protection flaps 13 of the earlier em-
bodiments. The carton 1305 is formed by placing the plu-
rality of containers C on the bottom panel 1214 of the
blank 1203 and upwardly folding the side panels 1317,
1321 around the containers on the bottom panel to par-
tially form the carton as shown in Fig. 33B. Next, the top
panel 1325 is downwardly folded to close the interior of
the carton 1305 and the ends 1307, 1309 are closed by
closing respective end flaps 1333, 1337, 1343, 1347 and
1335, 1339, 1345, and 1349. The article protection flaps
1313 are activated by moving the article protection flaps
from the first position that is substantially parallel to the
bottom panel 1315 to the second position wherein the
article protection flaps are folded relative to the bottom
panel 1315 of the blank 1303. The blank 1303 could be
otherwise shaped, arranged, or configured without de-
parting from the disclosure.
[0069] The cartons of any of the illustrated or non-il-
lustrated embodiments of the disclosure could have other
features (e.g., dispenser features, handle features, rein-
forcement features, etc.) without departing from the dis-
closure. Also, the cartons could be otherwise shaped,
arranged, or configured and the cartons could be config-
ured to hold articles other than beverage containers C
without departing from the disclosure.
[0070] In general, the blanks of any of the illustrated
or non-illustrated embodiments may be constructed from
paperboard having a caliper so that it is heavier and more
rigid than ordinary paper. The blank can also be con-
structed of other materials, such as cardboard, or any
other material having properties suitable for enabling the
carton to function at least generally as described above.
The blank can be coated with, for example, a clay coating.
The clay coating may then be printed over with product,
advertising, and other information or images. The blanks
may then be coated with a varnish to protect information
printed on the blanks. The blanks may also be coated
with, for example, a moisture barrier layer, on either or
both sides of the blanks. The blanks can also be lami-
nated to or coated with one or more sheet-like materials
at selected panels or panel sections.
[0071] As an example, a tear line can include: a slit
that extends partially into the material along the desired
line of weakness, and/or a series of spaced apart slits
that extend partially into and/or completely through the
material along the desired line of weakness, or various
combinations of these features. As a more specific ex-
ample, one type of tear line is in the form of a series of
spaced apart slits that extend completely through the ma-
terial, with adjacent slits being spaced apart slightly so
that a nick (e.g., a small somewhat bridging-like piece of
the material) is defined between the adjacent slits for
typically temporarily connecting the material across the
tear line. The nicks are broken during tearing along the
tear line. The nicks typically are a relatively small per-
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centage of the tear line, and alternatively the nicks can
be omitted from or torn in a tear line such that the tear
line is a continuous cut line. That is, it is within the scope
of the present disclosure for each of the tear lines to be
replaced with a continuous slit, or the like. For example,
a cut line can be a continuous slit or could be wider than
a slit without departing from the present disclosure.
[0072] In accordance with the exemplary embodi-
ments, a fold line can be any substantially linear, although
not necessarily straight, form of weakening that facilitates
folding there along. More specifically, but not for the pur-
pose of narrowing the scope of the present disclosure,
fold lines include: a score line, such as lines formed with
a blunt scoring knife, or the like, which creates a crushed
or depressed portion in the material along the desired
line of weakness; a cut that extends partially into a ma-
terial along the desired line of weakness, and/or a series
of cuts that extend partially into and/or completely
through the material along the desired line of weakness;
and various combinations of these features. In situations
where cutting is used to create a fold line, typically the
cutting will not be overly extensive in a manner that might
cause a reasonable user to incorrectly consider the fold
line to be a tear line.
[0073] The above embodiments may be described as
having one or more panels adhered together by glue dur-
ing erection of the carton embodiments. The term "glue"
is intended to encompass all manner of adhesives com-
monly used to secure carton panels in place.
[0074] The foregoing description of the disclosure il-
lustrates and describes various embodiments. As vari-
ous changes could be made in the above construction
without departing from the scope of the disclosure, it is
intended that all matter contained in the above descrip-
tion or shown in the accompanying drawings shall be
interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense. Fur-
thermore, the scope of the present disclosure covers var-
ious modifications, combinations, alterations, etc., of the
above-described embodiments. Additionally, the disclo-
sure shows and describes only selected embodiments,
but various other combinations, modifications, and envi-
ronments are within the scope of the disclosure as ex-
pressed herein, commensurate with the above teach-
ings, and/or within the skill or knowledge of the relevant
art. Furthermore, certain features and characteristics of
each embodiment may be selectively interchanged and
applied to other illustrated and non-illustrated embodi-
ments of the disclosure.

Claims

1. A method of forming a carton (5; 505; 705; 805;
1305), the method comprising:

obtaining a blank (3; 403; 503; 603; 703; 803;
903; 1303) comprising a plurality of panels (15,
17,21,25; 1315, 1317, 1321, 1325) comprising

a bottom panel (15; 1315), a first side panel (17;
1317) foldably connected to the bottom panel,
a second side panel (21; 1321) foldably connect-
ed to the bottom panel, and a top panel (25;
1325) foldably connected to at least one of the
first side panel and the second side panel, at
least two first end flaps (33, 37, 43, 47; 1333,
1337, 1343, 1347) each being respectively fold-
ably connected to a respective panel of the plu-
rality of panels, at least two second end flaps
(35, 39, 45, 49; 1335, 1339, 1345, 1349) each
being respectively foldably connected to a re-
spective panel of the plurality of panels, and at
least one article protection flap (13; 513; 613;
713; 913; 1313) foldably connected to the bot-
tom panel (15);
positioning the plurality of panels (15, 17,21,25;
1315, 1317, 1321, 1325) to at least partially form
an interior space (133) of the carton;
loading a plurality of articles (C) in the interior
space (133);
folding the at least two first end flaps (33, 37,
43, 47; 1333, 1337, 1343, 1347) to close a first
end (7) of the carton;
folding the at least two second end flaps (35, 39,
45, 49; 1335, 1339, 1345, 1349) to close a sec-
ond end (9) of the carton;
tightening the carton by folding the at least one
article protection flap (13; 513; 613; 713; 913;
1313) relative to the bottom panel (15) and into
the interior space (133) after the loading of the
plurality of articles and the closing of the first end
(7) and the second end (9), the folding compris-
es moving the article protection flap from a first
position that is substantially parallel to the bot-
tom panel to a second position wherein the ar-
ticle protection flap is folded relative to the bot-
tom panel, the tightening comprising pressing
the at least one article protection flap against
two adjacent articles to initiate movement of the
two adjacent articles, the movement of the two
adjacent articles accommodating the space re-
quired for the at least one article protection flap
between the two adjacent articles.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the at least one article
protection flap (13; 513; 613; 713; 913; 1313) com-
prises a plurality of article protection flaps, and the
folding comprises positioning each of the article pro-
tection flaps between two respective adjacent arti-
cles (C) of the plurality of articles.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the positioning the
panels (15, 17, 21, 25; 1315, 1317, 1321, 1325) com-
prises forming a sleeve (131) having a first end and
a second end, the closing the first end comprises at
least partially overlapping the first plurality of end
flaps (33, 37, 43, 47; 1333, 1337, 1343, 1347) and
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the closing the second end comprises at least par-
tially overlapping the second plurality of end flaps
(35, 39, 45, 49; 1335, 1339, 1345, 1349).

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the loading the plu-
rality of articles (C) comprises arranging the plurality
of the articles in at least one row that extends from
the first end to the second end, the at least one article
protection flap (13; 513; 613; 713; 913; 1313) being
positioned between two respective adjacent articles
in the at least one row.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the at least one row
comprises at least three rows and the at least one
article protection flap (13; 513; 613; 713; 913; 1313)
comprises at least three article protection flaps, the
folding comprises positioning each article protection
flap between adjacent articles (C) in a respective one
of the at least three rows.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the at least three
article protection flaps are primary article protection
flaps (913), the carton (5) further comprising second-
ary article protection flaps (914) foldably connected
to the bottom panel (15), the method further com-
prises folding the secondary article protection flaps
(913) after the loading of the plurality of articles (C).

7. The method of carton of claim 1, wherein the article
protection flap (13; 513; 613; 713; 913; 1313) has
features for preventing folding of the article protec-
tion flap from the second position to the first position,
the article protection flap comprises a first portion
(121; 530; 630; 730) and a second portion (123; 532;
632; 732), and the folding of the article protection
flap comprises folding the first portion and the sec-
ond portion relative to each other, the first portion
and the second portion are folded about a fold line
(117, 119; 524, 526; 624; 626; 724, 726) during the
folding so that the first portion and the second portion
are inwardly folded relative to each other.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the bottom panel (15)
comprises an opening (161; 561; 761) formed by the
folding of the article protection flap (13; 513; 613;
713; 913; 1313) from the first position to the second
position, the opening having an edge (163; 763) at
least partially formed by a line of weakening (103;
522; 622) defining at least a portion of the article
protection flap, the features for preventing folding of
the article protection flap comprise a free edge (165,
167) of at least one of the first portion and the second
portion that are positioned to extend beyond the
edge of the opening during the folding the first portion
and the second portion relative to each other.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the features for pre-
venting folding of the article protection flap (13; 513;

613; 713; 913; 1313) comprises a distal portion of
the first portion (121; 530; 630; 730), a distal portion
of the second portion (123; 532; 632; 732), and a
heel (534; 634) of the flap at the distal end of the flap.

10. The method of claim 7 wherein the article protection
flap (13; 513; 613; 713; 913; 1313) is foldably con-
nected to the bottom panel (15) at a first fold line
(101; 520; 620; 720), the article protection flap com-
prises a second fold line (117; 524; 624; 724) ex-
tending from the first fold line and a third fold line
(119; 526; 626; 726) extending from the first fold line,
the article protection flap comprises a central portion
(125; 528; 628; 728) at least partially defined by the
first fold line, the second fold line, and the third fold
line, the first fold line is a longitudinal fold line, the
second fold line extends from the first fold line and
the third fold line extends from the first fold line, the
folding the first portion and second portion relative
to each other comprises folding the first portion at
the second fold line and folding the second portion
at the third fold line.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the positioning the
plurality of panels (15, 17, 21, 25; 1315, 1317, 1321,
1325) comprises positioning the first side panel (17;
1317) and the second side panel (21; 1321) relative
to the bottom panel (15; 1315) and positioning the
top panel (25; 1325) relative to the first side panel
and the second side panel.

12. The method of claim 1 wherein the folding the at least
one article protection flap (13; 513; 613; 713; 913;
1313) comprises engaging the at least one article
protection flap with a finger (197) of a mechanism
(181) for forming the carton (5; 505; 705; 805; 1305).
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